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regulation

pattern of breakage on chromosome 9
repeated loss of the same chromosome fragment during development
Dissociation (Ds) locus

second locus required to activate chromosome breakage
Activator (Ac) locus
but could not be mapped!
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progeny of plants with broken chromosomes
had an unusually high frequency of variegation

frequency and timing of variegation
and chromosome breakage were linked

allele of the C locus (anthocyanin pathway) on chromosome 9

Ac caused both instability of the mutation (variegation)
and chromosome breakage at this locus
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Transposable elements in maize
autonomous elements – independent transposition
nonautonomous elements – require transposase

Ac
Ds

Characteristics of transposable elements
multiple copies --- middle repetitive DNA
small --- 200 – 5000 bp in prokaryotes
5 – 15 kb in eukaryotes
end sequences are short (20 – 30 bp) inverted repeats
C C A GG T G T A C A A G T
G G T CC A C A T G T T C A

A C T T GT AC ACC T G G
T GA AC AT GT GG ACC

encode only ability to transpose with or without replication

conservative transposition -- movement only
replicative transposition – additional copy
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Characteristics of transposable elements
genome location can be unstable --move within/between chromosomes
insertion into functional genes
-- loss/ change of function
-- disruption of function downstream of insertion site
Transposable element
2
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1
Gene X

Transcribed in certain cell types, protein product is active
1
Protein product not functional
2
Transcription activated in other cell types
3
No effect
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wchpogo (in Doc)
wbfroo
whdcopia

wlDoc
wa copia
wsproo
w#12p

white
gene
Exon

1

2

3

4
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direction of transcription

Characteristics of transposable elements
genome location can be unstable --move within/between chromosomes
insertion into functional genes
-- loss/ change of function
-- disruption of function downstream of insertion site
mutations are unstable,
mosaic individuals
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transposon insertion
atypical phenotype
developmentally unstable
mosaic at level of individual

Slotkin and Martienssen 2007 Nature Reviews Genetics 8:272-285

Characteristics of transposable elements
genome location can be unstable --move within/between chromosomes
insertion into functional genes
-- loss/ change of function
-- disruption of function downstream of insertion site
mutations are unstable,
mosaic individuals
* horizontal (as well as vertical)
transmission
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Feschotte, et al 2002 Nature Reviews Genetics 3:329-341

bacterial transposable elements
Insertion Sequence (IS) elements
terminal inverted repeats
AAGAGTCAG-3’
TTCTCAGTC-5’

5’-CTGACTCTT
3’-GACTGAGAA

IS50
ACATTAACC
TGTAATTGG

ACATTAACC
TGTAATTGG

target site duplication

move: within bacterial chromosome
chromosome
plasmid
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formation of a conjugative R plasmid

noncomposite (simple) transposons

Transposon, Tn3
tnpA
left inverted
repeat (38 bp)

Transposase

tnpB

bla

Resolvase
$-lactamase
(penicillin, ampicillin
resistance)

right inverted
repeat (38 bp)

mRNAs
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composite transposons

Transposon, Tn10
9300 bp
6500 bp
IS10L
inverted
repeats
of IS
element

Tetracycline
resistance
gene (TcR)

IS10R
inverted
repeats
of IS
element

inverted IS elements

horizontal transfer of genes among bacteria (same, different species)
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retrovirus-like elements (LTR retrotransposons)
MoMLV (retrovirus)

Ty1 (yeast)
Copia (Drosophila)
LINE, L1 (human)

retrotransposons

DNA transposons
move via conservative or replicative transposition
Drosophila P-element
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Human genome
100’s of thousands of “fossil” TEs
20 families of retroviruses

element
LINEs
SINEs

transposition
autonomous
nonautonomous

DNA
Transposons autonomous
nonautonomous

length
1 - 5 kb
100-300 bp

2 - 3 kb
80-3000 bp

63 families

copy number

% of genome

20,000-40,000

21%

1,500,000

13%

300,000

3%
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Life Cycle of a Transposon

P-element recent in Drosophila melanogaster
- old strains lack P elements, present in all recent strains
- absent from simulans, sechellia, mauritiana, yakuba
- present in distant relatives (willistoni)
- 1 bp difference melanogaster vs willistoni

hobo recent in Drosophila melanogaster
- old strains lack hobo, present in all recent strains
-melanogaster, simulans, mauritiana all differ only
by 0.08-0.2% of sites vs 5% silent sites other genes

copia recent in Drosophila willistoni
- identical sequence between melanogaster and willistoni
- common in melanogaster group, rare in willistoni group
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regulation: reducing harm to the host
preferential insertion into “safe” sites
several Ty elements (yeast) insert
upstream of tRNA genes into an
intergenic region of 500-2000bp

insertion into heterochromatin
especially near centromere
insertion into other transposons
(especially retrotransposons)

Reducing harm to the host
Germline specificity

Repression of P transposition in the germline
P element in left telomere of X chromosome (near w locus)
maternally inherited
invokes RNAi silencing pathway
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repression of transposition through RNAi silencing pathway

transposition reorganizes the genome; changes genome size
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Take home points
transposable elements are relatively short, mobile DNA sequences
whose role in the genome is not well understood
capable of causing mutations when the insert or excise, although
such mutations are frequently unstable
may have been responsible for significant rearrangement in
eukaryotic genomes
capable of horizontal as well as vertical transmission:
bacterial transposons move genes between cells via plasmids
widespread distribution of some elements (e.g., mariner)
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